
Amazon Easy Ship

Build your own software application

Integration with Amazon APIs enables Selling Partners to 
programmatically automate fulfilment of AES shipments, reducing 
manual efforts and the risk of human error, to help scale and grow 
your business. Integration with the AES API can occur through either:

i) building your own integration; or 

ii) leveraging an existing integration from a public developer/Third 
Party Public Developer.

Please note that the AES API is only available on through Amazon Selling Partner APIs (SP-API) 
and is not available for Sellers/Developers integrated through Amazon Marketplace Web Services 
(MWS). Learn more about the advantages of integrating with Amazon Easy Ship via API here.

1. SP-API Access: Before you can build your integration, you will be required to attain API access 
as part of using the SP-API service. You can get a high level overview of SP-APIs from the SP-
API web page and an outline of steps to getting SP-API access here.

2. Develop a software application to enable integration: You can access the AES API via either: 

i) AES API Model or 

ii) AES Use Case Model.

3. Register for Amazon Easy Ship: Once you have built your integration (approximately 1-2 
months turnaround time) and are ready to enjoy the benefits of Amazon Easy Ship, please 
register for Amazon Easy Ship and start processing shipments using your API integration.

Leverage an Integration
1. You can leverage an integration through either: 

(i) Using an existing integration: Reach out to the developer/Third Party Public Developer you 
would like to work with to assess whether they have an existing AES API integration. 

(ii) Building a new integration: Reach out to the public developer you would like to work with 
and if they do not have an existing AES API integration, discuss next steps to build out this 
integration. 

2. Start Using the integration: Start using the integration by authorising the public developer’s/
Third Party Public Developer’s application on your seller account.

3. Register for Amazon Easy Ship: Once you have access to the public developer integration and 
are happy to enjoy the benefits of Amazon Easy Ship, please register for Amazon Easy Ship and 
start processing shipments using your API integration.

How to integrate with API

http://go.amazonsellerservices.com/l/229492/2022-05-15/7n2dfp2/229492/16526684206Zg9GQp7/AES_Developer_Deck_API.pdf
https://developer-docs.amazon.com/sp-api/
https://developer-docs.amazon.com/sp-api/
https://developer-docs.amazon.com/sp-api/docs/registering-as-a-developer
https://developer-docs.amazon.com/sp-api/docs/easy-ship-api-v2022-03-23-reference
https://developer-docs.amazon.com/sp-api/docs/easyship-api-v2022-03-23-use-case-guide
https://sellercentral.amazon.com.au/sbr/ref=xx_shipset_dnav_xx#settings
https://sellercentral.amazon.com.au/sbr/ref=xx_shipset_dnav_xx#settings

